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1. Summary 
Towards an improved time-dependent Community Geodetic Model (CGM) constrained 
by both GPS and InSAR data, we are developing InSAR time series and deformation map 
for the entire southern California through systematic processing and analyzing large 
volume of SAR data from both ascending and descending tracks of C-band ERS-1, 2 and 
Envisat satellites. The consistent orbital geometries and scenes from three satellites and 
temporal overlapping between ERS-2 and Envisat allow us to combine them to generate 
> 18 years InSAR time series since 1992. To maximize independent information from 
InSAR, we minimize usage of GPS based constraint in the analysis. The derived InSAR-
only deformation map and time series provide the baseline products for further 
comparison and improvement. As of the date, we have completed preliminary InSAR 
processing and time series analysis for all descending and ascending tracks (16 tracks in 
total). We presented our results in 2013 SCEC CGM workshop in Menlo Park and 2013 
SCEC Annual Meeting [Liu et al., 2013]. We also participated and contributed our result 
to CGM group effort CosInED (Comparative study of InSAR estimates of deformation) 
exercise. The derived InSAR deformation and time series show the complex pattern of 
surface deformation signals related to steady strain accumulation due to fault locking, 
fault creeping, time-varying transient, and anthropogenic induced uplift and ground 
subsidence. The 18-years combined time series also show clear long term transient across 
the East California Shear Zone, and broad postseismic deformation signals following the 
1996 Hector Mine earthquake.  
 
2. Technical Report 
One of the prime objectives of Tectonic Geodesy activities in SCEC4 is to develop a 
time-dependent Community Geodetic Model (CGM) by integrating GPS and InSAR time 
series data. With nearly two decades of SAR acquisitions over southern California from 
multiple satellite systems (e.g., ERS-1/2, Envisat, Radarsat, JERS, and ALOS), extensive 
InSAR data archives now enable the community to exploit the large volume of SAR data 
and obtain InSAR deformation map and time series at much higher spatial resolution 
(tens to hundreds of meters) with medium temporal sampling. As the first step of this 
multi-year effort, largely built on existing infrastructure and algorithm development, we 
aim to systematically process and analyze extensive SAR archive data to derive InSAR 
based deformation map and time series with minimum GPS constraint, which will 
provide the baseline product for further calibration and integration with GPS data. In this 
project we focus our efforts on radar data acquired by the European Space Agency (ESA) 
ERS-1, 2 and Envisat satellites, which are C-band (wavelength ~5.6 cm) with 35 day 
repeat interval, and have maintained consistent orbital geometries and scenes over the 
SCEC region thus permits us to combine them to generate the longest InSAR time series 
from 1992 to 2010. The radar data is from UNAVCO unified SAR data archives 
(http://facility.unavco.org/data/sar/sar.html).  We anticipate that other satellite data such 
as C-band Radarsat, L-band JERS and ALOS can also be assimilated into InSAR based 
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deformation products and used jointly to improve InSAR deformation map in subsequent 
research effort. In the sections below, we describe the methods we used for SAR data 
analysis including processing and InSAR time series analysis and ways to correct major 
noise sources. We then present results from this effort.  
 
2.1 Method 
We downloaded ~6330 level-1 raw SAR scenes acquired by three satellites (ERS-1,2 and 
Envisat) from eight ascending and eight descending tracks using UNAVCO SAR archive 
and processed them into single look complex (SLC) image using precise orbit 
information downloaded from ESA. We processed the raw SAR data for interferograms 
using a modified version of JPL/Caltech ROI_PAC software package. Major steps 
include topography phase correction using 2-arc SRTM digital elevation model, baseline 
re-estimation for orbital error correction, phase unwrapping, filtering and geocoding. To 
avoid possible removal of long-wavelength deformation signals, we use a priori crustal 
deformation model developed by Z.K. Shen to constrain the baseline re-estimation. Use 
of the a priori model also reduce possible phase unwrapping errors through subtracting 
model before phase unwrapping then adding it back after the unwrapping.  
We applied an in-house variant of Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) InSAR time series 
inversion approach to solve for LOS time series and mean deformation rate [Berardino et 
al., 2002; Liu et al., 2013].  We incorporated topography dependent troposphere delay 
correction, residual DEM error and earthquake offset estimate in the time series inversion 
[Samsonov, 2010; Liu et al., 2013]. We also employed spatiotemporal filtering to remove 
high frequency turbulent troposphere noise. For each track, on average ~200-300 
interferograms that meet specified baseline, temporal separation, and Doppler centroid 
criteria were constructed, processed and infused into time series analysis. For each track 
the time series inversion was performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis for millions of pixels 
over multiple frames. We only compute the time series with coherence above some 
prescribed threshold (~0.2 in most cases for unfiltered interferograms). We select the 
reference image and the location of the common reference (i.e. stable) point for all 
interferograms based on the GPS data located in the same region, good coherence area 
within the image, and previous knowledge about the region. For computational efficiency, 
InSAR time series analysis is performed in radar coordinates and resultant deformation 
map is then projected into WGS 84 datum. For given track a single Master geometry is 
chosen to register all ERS-1, 2 and Envisat InSAR pairs during the interferogram 
formation stage to ensure all pairs have the same geometry in radar coordinates. When 
applicable, the common acquisition dates between ERS-2 and Envisat are identified and 
pairs associated with those dates are included in the inversion to enhance the temporal 
connection between two sensor data sources, which contributes to consistent time series 
resolution over the long time span.  
Since 2001 ERS-2 SAR acquisitions had Doppler centroid issues due to on-board 
gyroscope failure thus need careful screening to identify valid pairs. We employed a 
maximum entropy approach to resolve Doppler ambiguity for all ERS-2 data after 2001 
[A. Piyush, person. Comm.]. We then identified all usable ERS-2 interferometric pairs 
through careful screening and include them to bridge the connectivity between ERS and 
Envisat in baseline space.  
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To avoid possible over-constraint from the use of the a priori crustal deformation that is 
derived mainly from GPS while maintaining as much information as possible from the 
InSAR data alone, we inspected all interferograms to identify the pairs subject to 
significant orbital ramp errors and use ramp phase corrected interferomgram for only 
those pairs in the time series analysis. The number of the pairs with orbital error 
correction is small in comparison with number of interferograms that went into the 
analysis. This ensures the influence of a priori model constraint on resultant InSAR 
deformation time series is negligible.  

For the Envisat data, we have found new source of temporally correlated ramp drifting 
error across the range that is subtle in individual interferogram but becomes apparent in 
the resultant time series and mean LOS velocity map. Such error source was recently 
discovered and attributed to long term local oscillator (LO) frequency drift of Envisat 
ASAR sensor that is slow and correlated in time [Marinkovic & Larsen, 2013].  In our 
analysis, we adopted an empirical model proposed by Marinkovic & Larsen to correct 
such range ramp error in each Envisat interferogram. The correction seems working 
reasonable well in removing most part of the range error in time. However, whether there 
could be some residual errors remaining after the correction or whether such correction 
could potentially remove some deformation signals requires further investigation. We 
plan to carry out such tasks in our proposed 2014 SCEC effort by integrating InSAR and 
GPS data.  

As of the date we have processed ~4113 Interferograms from eight descending and eight 
ascending tracks over the SCEC region and assimilated them into the time series analysis. 
For most ascending tracks, fewer ERS acquisition dates and frames are available, which 
affects the spatial & temporal connection with Envisat data to reliably resolve the 
combined long-interval time series. Therefore, except for certain track (e.g., 77) where 
the available data support the joint analysis, for most ascending tracks we focus on 
Envisat deformation map and time series.  
 
2.2 Results 
Our preliminary InSAR based deformation map and time series from the integrated 
analysis of ERS-1, 2 and Envisat shows the complex deformation pattern with 
deformation signals related to steady strain accumulation due to fault locking, fault 
creeping, time-varying transient, and anthropogenic induced uplift and ground subsidence 
(Figure 1, 2, 3). The 18-years combined time series also show clear long term transient 
across the Blackwater-Little Lake fault in East California Shear Zone (Figure 1), and 
broad postseismic deformation signals following the 1999/10/16 Hector Mine earthquake 
(Figure 4). We are investigating whether the long-term transient strain across ECSZ is 
due to localized fault source or long-lasting postseismic transients following the Landers 
and Hector Mine earthquakes. Both ascending and descending InSAR deformation maps 
shows no clear deformation gradient across the Garlock fault (Figure 2, 3), suggesting the 
geodetic slip rates for this fault are much smaller. The InSAR deformation maps also 
highlight many areas where nontectonic/anthropogenic sources are at play. Further 
Integrated analysis with GPS should enable us to separate those from tectonic 
deformation signals in space and time.  
 
3. Intellectual Merit 
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The project directly contributes to the development of a Community Geodetic Model 
(CGM) by deriving InSAR deformation map as an immediate step towards CGM. The 
results can improve our understanding of the processes underlying transient deformation 
signals and/or their seismic hazard implications by highlighting areas and/or GPS sites 
that are subject to non-steady time-varying tectonic/nontectonic deformation processes 
and providing better observational constraints on their physical mechanism. It also 
contributes to the stress and deformation over time (SDOT) by providing better 
constrained present-day state of deformation on crustal-scale faults in southern California 
for the development of community stress model, models of interseismic and earthquake 
cycle deformation as well as 4-D geodynamic models for improved seismic hazard 
analysis. 
 
4. Broader Impact 
The research activity promotes the solid earth component of crustal deformation and 
earthquake dynamics studies within the Joint Institute for Regional Earth Systems 
Science & Engineering (JIRESSE) where traditional focuses have been on ocean and 
atmosphere science. It also enhances the infrastructure, research and education 
partnership between JIRESSE and Department of Earth & Space Sciences at UCLA by 
involving graduates into research as part of their summer activities. 
 
5. Exemplary figure 
Figure 1. 
 
6. Presentations and Publications 
Liu, Z., P. Lundgren, G. Peltzer, S. Barbot, H-S Jung, 2013, Imaging crustal deformation 
in southern California using satellite InSAR, SCEC CGM workshop, May 30-31, Menlo 
Park, CA. 
Liu, Z., P. Lundgren, Z.K. Shen, 2013, Southern California crustal deformation map and 
long-term transient from InSAR time series analysis, SCEC Annual Meeting, Palm 
Spring, California. 
Two manuscripts from the research activities are under preparation. 
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Figure 1. Mosaic view of the mean LOS velocity map from the decending 
tracks 170, 399, 127, 356, and 84 using ERS-1/2 and Envisat data in 1992-
2010. The velocity map is rewrapped at 2 cm/yr. Note that certain tracks are 
displayed with ERS derived LOS map only to separate the large postseismic 
deformation signals of the Hector Mine earthquake. Right panel shows LOS 
velocity in the black box region on the left at two different time periods 
(1992-2002, 2002-2010) and differential LOS time series between b(t) and 
B(t), indicating long term transient across this part of ECSZ.  

Figure 2. Mean LOS velocity map of descending tracks 485 (a), 
213 (b), and 442 (c) from the combined analysis of ERS-1/2 
and Envisat from 1992 to 2010. Selected LOS and differential 
time series show clear signals related to fault interseismic strain 
accumulation (a(t)-A(t) in b, and b(t)-B(t) in a), ground 
subsidence due to oil pumping and groundwater usage. No 
clear deformation gradient is observed along the Garlock fault, 
suggesting a much slower geodetic rate. Residual range ramp in 
(b) may be related to long term LO drift. 
 

 

Figure 3. Mosaic view of the mean LOS velocity map of ascending tracks 
435, 163, 392, 120, 349 from the time series analysis of Envisat from 
2003 to 2010 showing mixed deformation pattern where selected LOS 
time series show signals due to various anthropogenic causes. Subsidence 
in central Valley is also seen despite decorrelation. No clear deformation 
gradient along the Garlock fault is also observed in ascending tracks.  
 
 

 

Figure 4. Mean LOS velocity over the period of 1999/10/17 
to 2010/12/31 of the ascending track 77 from the combined 
analysis of ERS and Envisat from 1992 to 2010.  Combined 
time series shows clear long-lasting postseismic transient 
following the Hector Mine earthquake, along with broad 
spatial deformation gradient introduced by such transient.    
 


